
 

 

 

 

2570 Blvd. of the Generals, Suite 124, Norristow
 

Beaver Stadium Run 

Bag Policy  

 

 

 

“BE CLEAR” ON RACE DAY SAFETY

 

In the interest of security: food, water bottles, hydration backpacks, backpacks, umbrellas, 

purses, bags, or diaper bags are 

for spectators in wheelchairs or w

Anyone with a medical need should place their supplies in a clear, one gallon, zip

plastic bag.  Parents may carry diapers and wipes in a clear, one

with the contents visible.  Individuals are advised that items that can fit in a pocket should 

remain in a patron's pocket (including but not limited to keys, cell phone, wallet, glasses, 

camera, sunscreen, lip balm, and make

that don't fit in a patron's pocket, can also be placed in a clear one

Children's strollers must be parked in the identified area on Curtin Road directly across 

from the tunnel entrance.  Participants running with jogging strollers must vacate thei

strollers on south side of Curtin Road prior to entering the tunnel. 

to assist you.  

Special Olympics Pennsylvania and Penn State are not responsible for items that may be 

lost or stolen, so please leave bags, coats, and valuabl

regulations apply for spectators entering at Gate B.

 

Thank You, 

Beaver Stadium Run Committee

 

orristown, PA, 19403 Tel (610) 630-9450  www.specialolympicspa.org   

 
Pennsylvania

ON RACE DAY SAFETY 

In the interest of security: food, water bottles, hydration backpacks, backpacks, umbrellas, 

purses, bags, or diaper bags are not permitted in Beaver Stadium.  Exceptions will be made 

heelchairs or with other disability assistance tools.  

Anyone with a medical need should place their supplies in a clear, one gallon, zip

Parents may carry diapers and wipes in a clear, one-gallon zip-close plastic bag 

iduals are advised that items that can fit in a pocket should 

remain in a patron's pocket (including but not limited to keys, cell phone, wallet, glasses, 

camera, sunscreen, lip balm, and make-up).  General items of this nature, including those 

it in a patron's pocket, can also be placed in a clear one-gallon plastic bag.

t be parked in the identified area on Curtin Road directly across 

Participants running with jogging strollers must vacate thei

strollers on south side of Curtin Road prior to entering the tunnel.  Volunteers will be there 

Special Olympics Pennsylvania and Penn State are not responsible for items that may be 

lost or stolen, so please leave bags, coats, and valuables in your car.  These same 

regulations apply for spectators entering at Gate B. 

Beaver Stadium Run Committee 

Pennsylvania 

In the interest of security: food, water bottles, hydration backpacks, backpacks, umbrellas, 

Exceptions will be made 

Anyone with a medical need should place their supplies in a clear, one gallon, zip-close 

close plastic bag 

iduals are advised that items that can fit in a pocket should 

remain in a patron's pocket (including but not limited to keys, cell phone, wallet, glasses, 

General items of this nature, including those 

gallon plastic bag. 

t be parked in the identified area on Curtin Road directly across 

Participants running with jogging strollers must vacate their 

Volunteers will be there 

Special Olympics Pennsylvania and Penn State are not responsible for items that may be 

These same 


